
Overview 
The following document explains the data repository. 

Initial folders refer to the problem instances, a brief description of the folders is given below: 

1. Mandl (Containing folders of MOSA solutions for route size and transfer situation scenario, 

as well as a directory for the relevant literature solutions) 

2. Mumford (Folder containing MOSA solutions for Mumford0, 1 and 2 and 3. These solutions 2 

folders exists which refer to runs from Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 in the manuscript. 

 

Codes 
Many of the CSV Files have abbreviated headings. The following abbreviations are explained below: 

Code Description 

Operator Objective value for the operator (referring to 
equation (11) of manuscript). 

Passenger Objective value for the passenger (referring to 
equation (12) of manuscript). 

TIVT average of time spent in vehicle (excluding the 
penalties of transferring and waiting). 

WAIT Average time spent waiting per passenger 
(referring to equation (16) of manuscript). 

d0 The percentage of passengers reaching 
destination directly. 

d1 The percentage of passengers reaching 
destination with 1 transfer. 

d2 The percentage of passengers reaching 
destination with 2 transfers. 

du The percentage of passengers requiring more 
than two transfers or unable to reach their 
destination. 

 

 

Instances 
 

Mandl 
In the Mandl Folder there is folders referring to the tested route sizes. Each instance of route size 

has 4 different transfer scenarios. These are explained below: 

1. 5-minute transfer without waiting time: Each transfer is worth 5 minutes. The waiting time 

multiplier is set at 0 (no influence for passengers waiting to affect the passenger objective 

value). 

2. Transfer scenario 1: First transfer encounters a cost of 5 minutes, the 2nd encountering 17 

minutes. Waiting time multiplier is set at 2 times the actual average cost of a passenger 

waiting. 



3. Transfer scenario 2: First transfer encounters a cost of 30 minutes, the 2nd encountering 40 

minutes. Waiting time multiplier is set at 2 times the actual average cost of a passenger 

waiting. 

4. Transfer scenario 3: First transfer encounters a cost of 15 minutes, the 2nd encountering 20 

minutes. Waiting time multiplier is set at 2 times the actual average cost of a passenger 

waiting. 

Outputs 

Solution Metric outputs were recorded in the subsequent files. The files are explained below: 

1. pareto_solutions_beforefrequency.csv: These are the metrics for the pareto front in the 

core search of the MOSA. Frequencies of all solutions in the pareto front are as tight as 

possible to ensure the fleet size is minimised. 

2. pareto_solutions_afterfrequency.csv: These are the metrics for the pareto front after 

checking the influence of increasing the frequencies to the initial proposed pareto front 

solutions found by MOSA. Allowing for a more extensive frontier by considering multiple 

pareto optimal network structures. 

 

The other csv files are the recorded routes and frequencies for each pareto element 

referenced in the above files. 

 

As well as the cases tested for route sizes, there is a folder which refers to the literature solutions. 

These solutions are calculated with our methodology to the transfer scenario’s 1, 2 and 3 previously 

mentioned. Data generated by these results are explained below: 

1. literature_solutions_calculated.csv: Only the network structure is fed into our solution 

algorithm. The solution algorithm finds the frequencies and fleet size in the same manner to 

our methodology. The metrics are recorded in this file. 

2. literature_solutions_calculated_proposed.csv: Solutions are calculated based on the 

proposed fleet size; solutions are flagged as infeasible if the fleet size causes overcrowded 

routes through our methodology. The metrics are recorded in this file. 

3. literature_solutions_calculated_alpha.csv: The proposed fleet sizes are adjusted to feasibility 

according to equation (7) in our manuscript. The metrics are recorded in this file. 

4. literature_solutions_calculated_enchanced.csv: A heuristic is performed over the results 

from literature_solutions_calculated_alpha.csv. Searching for more-optimal frequencies to 

reduce fleet size while ensuring that routes are not overcrowded. The metrics are recorded 

in this file. 

 

Mumford 
 

Solutions to Mumford Instances are stored in sub folders which refer to the manuscript sections. 

1. Folder 541 refers to Section 5.4.1 in the manuscript. 

2. Folder 542 refers to Section 5.4.2 in the manuscript 

3. data_inputs541.xslx  explains the parameter inputs for each run of MOSA for the outputted 

results in the sub directories of folder 541. 



4. data_inputs542.xslx  explains the parameter inputs for each run of MOSA for the outputted 

results in the sub directories of folder 542. 

 

All folders within folders 541 and 542 are results with the parameter inputs described in the 

data_inputs541.xlsx and data_inputs542.xlsx files. 

 

 


